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Abstract 

One of the main aims of the NEOShield-2 project, 

financed in 2015-2017 by the European Commission 

in the framework of the H2020 program, is to 

undertake a comprehensive investigation of the 

physical properties of the “small” near-Earth asteroid 

(NEA) population. Here we report the results of a 

visible spectroscopic survey of 137 small (H≥20) 

NEAs, performed in the framework of NEOShield-2. 

These data significantly increase the available 

literature in this size range, and show a peculiar 

distribution of spectral types for such small NEAs. 

1. Introduction 

The impacts of small asteroids may have played an 

important role in the emergence of life on our planet, 

with the “gentler” delivery of water and organics to 

the early Earth [e.g., 9]. Moreover, objects in the 

few-hundred-meter size range might represent the 

most probable hazard in the near future, with impact 

frequencies of the order of 103 yrs and sizes large 

enough to cause extensive damage at regional level 

in the event of impact [e.g., 7]. 

In the framework of the NEOShield-2 project, we 

managed a 30-night Guaranteed Time Observations 

(GTO) programme at the ESO-NTT telescope (La 

Silla, Chile). Visible spectroscopic observations were 

performed between April 2015 and February 2017, 

using the EFOSC2 instrument, to undertake – for the 

first time ever – a comprehensive characterization of 

the surface properties of the small NEA population. 

2. Data Analysis 

We obtained good quality spectra of 137 NEAs with 

absolute magnitude H≥20. We classified each 

spectrum by performing curve matching with the 

visible part of the classes defined by the Bus-DeMeo 

taxonomy [4], using the M4AST webtool [10]. 

Because of the limited spectral range (0.4-0.92 µm) 

available, we grouped together certain classes into 

broader complexes (C-complex, S-complex, X-

complex). The few data available in the literature for 

these objects (i.e. 10 objects have NIR spectra and 

the albedo is known for six of them) confirm our 

classification. 

The distribution of the equivalent diameters of our 

targets – computed by taking into account the mean 

albedo [6] of the assigned taxonomic class – is 

reported in Fig. 1. Twenty-nine NEAs with diameters 

smaller than 100 m (more than the double of the 

previous literature for this size range) and 71 with 

diameters in the range 100-300 m were characterized. 

 

 

Figure 1: Distribution of the sizes (shown as 

equivalent diameter) of the observed NEAs. 
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Figure 2: Taxonomical types distribution of the 

observed NEAs. The distribution of objects smaller 

than 100 m, and of objects with diameter between 

100 m and 300 m, are shown separately. 

 

3. Results and Conclusions 

The taxonomic distribution of the observed NEAs is 

shown in Fig. 2. This distribution is dominated by the 

S-complex (Sq-, Sr-, Sv- and S-types) at all sizes. 

Compared with the literature studies of larger NEAs 

[e.g.: 2,8], we note the relative abundance within the 

small NEA population of rare taxonomical types:  we 

found 8 olivine-rich A-types, as well as 13 primitive 

(organics- and volatiles-rich) D-types. 

The large majority of the Q-types we identified (13 

out of 14 objects), which are associated to a 

resurfacing of S-type asteroids during close 

approaches with terrestrial planets [3,5], have a size 

larger than 100 meters. 

Our observations, spanning solar phase angles in the 

range 2-92 degrees, allowed us to evidence 

distinctive phase reddening for different spectral 

types [1]. 
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